ADDITIONAL FIGURES – CHAPTER 6

Forms of Evidence

Turnbull guidance
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• Caution is needed before convicting the defendant after relying on identifiation evidence
• A mistaken witness can be convincing, and multiple witnesses may also be mistaken

• The jury should be directed to examine closely the circumstances in which the identification
came to be made

• The jury are to be reminded of any specific weaknesses which appeared in the
identification evidence

• Recognition may be more reliabile than identification of a stranger, but even when a
witness purports to recognise someone they know, the judge should remind the jury that
mistakes are sometimes made when recognising friends and close relatives

• If, in the trial judge's opinion, the quality of the evidence is good, and remains good at the
close of the defence case, the danger of mistaken identity is lessened

•If, in the trial judge's opinion, the evidence is poor (such as a fleeting glance/impeded
observations), the judge should withdraw the case and direct an aquittal (if there is no
additional evidence)

• Care is needed when directing the jury on supporting evidence for an identification which
may have been made

Distinguishing first-hand and multiple hearsay

First-hand hearsay:
The information passes
through only one other
person

Multiple hearsay:
The information passes
through more than one
person (eg two or three
people)

Identifying hearsay
Is there a fact or opinion
which someone
represents?
NO

YES

Was it made in a
statement by a person?

NO

YES

NOT HEARSAY

NO

Was the statement made with the purpose to cause:
(a) someone to believe that a fact; or
(b) someone or something to act in a certain way on
the basis that it was true?

YES

Possible hearsay

Notice served to introduce hearsay

NO

INADMISSABLE Hearsay

Can it be admitted under
one of the grounds in CJA
2003?

YES

ADMISSIBLE Hearsay

Admitting bad character evidence
Prosecution or co-defendant
drafts notice covering the
three mandatory details

Prosecution or co-defendant
serves notice on all required
parties

If defendant or a co-defendant
objects, application is made
and notice is served on all
required parties

Court determines outcome of
application
Court allows application

Bad character admitted as
evidence

Court refuses application

Bad character, and associated
references, excluded

